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Texas A&M department of veterinary medicine launched a class teaching students with disabilities how to care for animals in society.
Texas A&M's newest class breaks barriers by teaching students with disabilities how to care for animals
As many of us are trying to beat the heat this weekend, so are the animals at the California Living Museum. Learn how CALM is working to keep things cool.
How CALM Zoo keeps animals cool during high heat
For the entire zoo team, the social media posts make their job a little easier to further its mission: “Connecting kids and animals, strengthening families and inspiring people to ...
‘Keeping’ up with Fort Wayne Children’s Zoo animals is Positively Fort Wayne
"They're just very smart and so cool and I think everyone should just ... "And I decided to focus my efforts on caring for animals after that." April reckons she has one of the best jobs in the world ...
TV animal expert April Sorley shows fondness for foxes on BBC show Born to be Wild
Jawnie Payne, one of just a handful of zookeepers of color, has more than a quarter million TikTok followers — and a warm childhood memory about hot zoo poop ...
Meet the popular Nashville zookeeper who's best buds with Charlie the porcupine
Amelia Zietlow has a very good reason for studying ancient sea monsters: They’re awesome! The 2020 Carthage College graduate “fell into paleontology” during college. Her first plan was “to major in ...
WATCH NOW: Carthage College graduate Amelia Zietlow forges career studying sea monsters
The Longview Animal Control team works a combination of education and enforcement to best serve citizens and their pets when animal welfare situations arise.
Far more than 'dog catchers': Longview Animal Control aims to educate, prevent animal neglect
It was just supposed to be a magic show. Months ago, trustees at the Campbell County Library, seeking performers for their summer programming, booked magician Mikayla Oz, a well-regarded entertainer ...
Gillette grapples with anti-LGBTQ bigotry
zookeepers will freeze ice blocks with treats like fruits and vegetables to keep the animals cool. Shaffer said when it comes to adaptability to the heat, the weakest creatures in the zoo often ...
How The LA Zoo Is Keeping Critters Cool
Zoo to You in Paso Robles is taking extra measures to make sure the animals are staying cool. Whether it’s a skunk enjoying a pool filled with ice or a bear taking a dip with a waterfall above ...
Zoo to You employs popsicles, ice, misters to keep animals cool in the heat
Husband and wife team, shark experts Joe and Lauren Romeiro, discuss their work with the Discovery Channel for this year's Shark Week!
Exclusive interview: Shark Week spawned a fine romance with Joe and Lauren Romeiro of Ninja Sharks and Return to Shark Vortex
Hall suggests that animals are kept indoors as much as possible during hot and humid weather. “In air conditioning or at least a cool area with a fan,” she said. Pet owners need to watch their ...
Be aware of animal's distress in heat and humidity
When it comes to sharks and kids, it's all about leaving out the scary while leaving in the cool! Karimah Henry from the blog, Crafting a Fun Life joined us with two cool crafts for your baby sharks.
Jaw-dropping crafts for shark week
Who says learning can be boring? Summer events, both in person and remote, are offered to keep kids entertained and engaged.
How to keep kids cool — and on track for school — with summer programs on the SouthCoast
From misters and pools, to ice cubes and popsicles, zoo workers have several tricks they use to keep animals safe in this heat.
How animals at the Minnesota Zoo are staying cool in this heat
The zoo also provides extra shade structures, misters, water features and more to help the animals stay cool. “In the freezer, for example, we have marble slabs that are frozen that may provide ...
Hogle Zoo helps animals, guests stay safe in the heat
WALLINGFORD — As efforts to get Mayor William Dickinson Jr. to install some kind of permanent cooling system where cages are kept at the town’s Shirley Gianotti Municipal Animal Shelter ...
Donations pour in to help cool kennel at Wallingford animal shelter
TUCSON (KVOA) - Reid Park Zoo is making sure animals are staying cool during this excessive heat. Zoo employees explained that they are taking extra measures to provide heat relief to all animals ...
Reid Park Zoo taking extra measures to keep animals cool
Rain and cloud cover eased fire activity on Tuesday and Wednesday, but the Division of Forestry said weather next week could allow the blaze to grow.
Cool, wet weather helps firefighters on blaze near Chena Hot Springs as resort remains open
CABARRUS COUNTY, N.C. (WBTV) - Cool Zoo, an interactive and educational wildlife travel exhibit, which features hands-on encounters with exotic animals, will be headlining this weekend’s Repticon ...
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